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... when will it stop?

Is this price surge sustainable in the longterm?
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FOR PROPERTY 

MANAGER WITH 
OVER THIRTY 

YEARS EXPERIENCE 
The Sunshine Coast has experienced 
significant demand and property value 
increases since Covid-19 arrived on 
our shores. The attraction to regional
and coastal towns has only continued

to peak as the pandemic has 
continued to plague our cities and 
metropolitan areas with migration to 
the region at record levels. In 2020 
alone we experienced a net gain of 
30,000 to Queensland with a vast 
majority settling in coastal areas. The

current migration levels have locals 
asking when will it stop?
The property market on the Sunshine 
Coast is certainly experiencing 
unprecendeted levels of demand with 
less experienced property managers 
struggling with ... read more on page 7

The property market on the Sunshine 
Coast has seen such an influx in demand 
since the outset of Covid-19 that the 
prices continue to drive upwards, with 
renters seeing significant rental price 

hikes that is forcing them to ask the 
question, is this price surge sustainable in 
the longterm? 
Many renters are experiencing a downturn 
in their income due to the restrictions and 
the lack of retail and hospitality demand on 

the Sunshine Coast however are still 
required to increase their weekly rental 
payments to avoid having to move. With 
both local and interstate demand for rental 
properties, property managers are seeing 
bidding wars ... read more on page 8

KAREN STEHR



1. YOUR CURRENT ROLE
Describe your current role as a property manager and how 
you deliver value to your clients beyond ‘rent collection’. 
Please include details about the number of properties you 
personally manage and the services you are involved in 
providing to ensure that clients’ assets are effectively 
managed, and returns are maximised. You may include 
specific examples. If applicable please disclose any 
external or internal assistance provided to you and the 
level of support (eg: personal assistant or outsourcing 
activities).

I have been a property manager for the past 33 years and in that 
time have worked in a range of different environments across 
both residential and commercial property management. I am 
currently a sole operator, Licensed Principal, running a self-
established business, celebrating 5 years of success. When 
I started my business, it was from scratch, I didn’t purchase 
a rent roll, instead I built my business from the ground up. I 
was extremely blessed to have a good, reputable name in 
the industry so when I opened Karen Stehr Property, I did not 
traditionally prospect, instead I reached out to my network 
and graciously accepted the business that came my way. I 
capped off at 150 properties in the first 6 weeks of business 
so I definitely hit the ground running. The focus of my business 

is quality, efficiency and peace. It is not about being bigger or 
chasing more, more more! Today I am at 157 managements and 
I happily refer new business to other industry professionals as 
I want to retain my focus as a small boutique property manager 
that can deliver unrivalled customer service to a selection of 
loyal and valued clients. Ideally, I would like to hover around the 
150 properties in my portfolio to ensure I have the time to offer 
my knowledge, personality, experience and time to my clients, 
creating a sustainable and customer-centric business. 

I am quite an opinionated woman and I strongly believe in 
equity. I do not like anything “dodgy” or “shortcut” or anything 
unfair. I strive to be as professional as possible but with my 
own bright personality and style. I answer my mobile 24/7 to 
everyone, tenants, owners, potential tenants, potential owners, 
tradesmen, the list goes on. It only takes a few minutes to take 
a call and my business has been built on loyalty, so I endeavor 
to offer the same in return. I have always approached my work 
with a customer-centric approach, which I believe is the key 
to repeat business, long-term clients and the growth of my 
business from word of mouth. I am solely responsible for the 
success of my business or the failure, hence I handle all property 
management tasks myself from screening tenants, entry and 
exit reports, rent collections, routine inspections, managing 
arrears, owner communications, maintenance, open homes, 
advertising vacant properties, software installation, upgrades, 
odd jobs like watering owners’ lawns who live away and all 
trust account management along with my own self-auditing 
processes. It is an incredible workload for one person however 
I can enjoy the luxury of many years’ experience which makes 
each day easier, together with my commitment to clients, both 
owners and tenants and I love the feeling I get when I go above 
and beyond to successfully help others. 

I believe that a house is a home and whether it be an investment 
property or your own home, the importance remains. A home 
is an asset, the largest asset most people will ever own and 
therefore my role is critical in protecting my clients’ assets and 
finding tenants that will not only take care of the property as if it 
was their own, but tenants who I would find harmonious to deal 
with everyday.
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While my task list is long and sometimes tedious, I approach 
everyday with the understanding that the work I do is contributing 
to the comfort, happiness, security, financial stability and even 
health of those that entrust their property to me and equally 
contributing to the comfort, happiness and security of those who 
choose to rent through Karen Stehr Property. I work tirelessly, 
often 7 days a week from my humble home office and on the 
road to ensure that my duties are always completed on time 
and to the best of my ability. The dedication and heart I provide 
my clients, I know is second to none.

I have seen changes in the market, legislation and trends come 
and go but essentially my focus remains the same which is 
to deliver superior communication, resolving any issues that 
arise, and lets fact it, property management has its fair share 
of issues,  and customer service I believe are the foundation of 
my success. 

I wanted to share snippets of both tenants and owners who 
have graciously wanted to share their experience of their time 
with me (originals available upon request). 

This letter is to thank you Karen for the way you managed 
these properties for us over so many years (18 years) You 
certainly had more than your fair share of challenges with 
some of the tenants over this time, but you managed to 
sort out issues – it seemed that nothing was too difficult 
for you.  Your advice was always appreciated and, when 
needed, we were happy to trust you to make the right 
decisions for us.  You have been very responsive to any 
request of ours and, from our perspective, you have gone 
the second mile on many occasions.  You have managed 
these properties with the interests of both owners and 
tenants in mind, and this is exactly how we would have 
wanted them to be managed.  The enclosed cheque is for 
you, acknowledging the tough times during Covid and in 
appreciation of your management over the many years. 
Thanks again - Barry & Joe 

• Barry and Joe Rule are owners who allowed me to look 
after their property for 18 years up to the point when it sold 
recently. (Through 3 different real estate offices to finally 
my own business). During Covid the tenant did not pay any 
rent and I was managing the property without being paid 
so I was most grateful and very surprised when the owners 
chose to forward a cheque to me when the properties sold.

My name is Aleisha and I have been a rental tenant with 
Karen Stehr as the property manager for approximately 8 
years and just commenced my third property managed by 
Karen. I have always found Karen to go above and beyond 
her “ job” expectations to meet high standards of loyalty 
and responsiveness in communication with anything that 
needed doing within the rental property I was renting. Karen 
has always followed through swiftly with outstanding 
communication skills on any maintenance required to be 
done on the rental property.  No job was too hard for Karen 
and I love that I can rely on her as a tenant. Karen also went 
above and beyond her job expectations to help myself 
and my two children find a new rental as the previous two 
rental properties the owners wanted to sell.  With the rental 
crisis on the Sunshine Coast being so difficult at this time, 
we were struggling to find another property, but Karen 
came through and kept us in her thoughts and found the 
perfect property. With this being all said, I am so grateful 
and thankful Karen is still my property manager.

• Aleisha Hennessey is a tenant who struggled for many 
months to find a property with her two children, her teenage 
son has tourettes and ADHD while her daughter has PTSD. 
I personally called agents to try to find property for them, 
offering excellent references to no avail. Finally I found 
something within my portfolio for her and she wrote this as 
a thank you.
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Karen was our real estate manager for 10 years! We 
stayed that long because Karen was the best agent I have 
ever had by far. Karen is extremely personable and was 
always considerate of our needs as tenants. It felt like 
Karen worked on my behalf. Amazingly, Karen answered 
the phone herself to help us anytime there was something 
we wanted to talk about. I also appreciated that Karen 
‘let us be’ and thanked us for caring for the house after 
every inspection. What a difference - I felt valued.. I highly 
recommend Karen – she is wonderful! Judi Warmerdam

• Judi was actually a tenant in a property I have managed 
for 18  years, she was the tenant in it for 13 years. The 
first 3 years I was not her manager personally. I was the 
Group Asset Director for the business but when I moved 
companies I became her manager for 10 years until she 
vacated recently to her own home.

Karen, as you are aware you have looked after Debs unit 
for the past 13 years. The first 9 years when you were 
employed and had to answer to others you gave us very 
good service and that is the reason we have followed you 
all the time. Since you ventured out on your own and able to 
make your own decisions your service has gone from very 
good to excellent over the past 4 years. As we are in NSW 
It can be difficult to attend to some matters in QLD but you 
have gone above and beyond what is normal to assist us 
with our problems. Many thanks  for your service to date 
and we wish you well and success for the years ahead. 
Once  again a million thanks for your service. Regards Lyle 
Pearce   

• Lyle Pearce is an owner whom I have managed for many 
years, he believes my service has gone from very good to 
excellent.. I can not ask for a better praise than that!

The fact that we have followed you since 2008 (some would 
say that is stalking lol) is testament enough that we are 
happy with the service you provide. You are extremely 
approachable and always provide prompt and personal 
service.  I like that you go the extra mile like when the storms 
hit a little while ago you personally went to the property to 
assess the damage and even when you offered to water the 
newly laid turf last year knowing that we are not living close 
by to do these things.  It means a lot and these little things 
are what set you apart from other organisations.  Customer 
service is sadly lacking in these times and we are finding 
more and more that the “little” organisations provide far 
better service because it’s personal, it’s not always about 
the money.   Cassandra Vanham

• Cassandra has followed me since 2006 through 3 different 
real estate offices I worked for and is now still managed by 
me within my own business.
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2. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
What formal or informal professional development did 
you complete in 2020/21 to keep you abreast of industry 
changes? Describe your career goals and what strategies 
do you have in place to further develop your knowledge 
and skills?

As you can imagine the 2020/21 was a difficult time for everyone 
given Covid-19 lockdowns and restrictions limiting our face-to-
face contact with others. It was during this period that I became 
immersed in online learning and self-development. As an avid 
learner I kept my finger on the pulse and continued to develop 
my knowledge through accessing resources and information 
online from various sources, RP Data Corelogic, REIQ and with 
the release in April 2020 of the Residential Tenancies Practice 
Guide I had no choice other than learn the contents inside out 
and it became my learning bible navigating through the impact 
of Covid-19. I took key learnings from these resources and 
translated them into surveys that I conducted with my clients 
along with providing an increased number of market updates to 
keep my database informed with trends, impacts and legislation 
changes. Fiercely requesting owners assistance with feedback 
before Parliament sat to pass protections last year, I stressed 
the importance of voices being heard, completing details 
and clicking the link www.reiq.com/everyonematters/ a large 
majority of my clients responded favourably. Together we did 
make a difference. I would like to become more involved in the 
legal process of change and become a voice for both landlords 
and tenants. I would ideally like to be a QCAT adjudicator in the 
long-term to assist in bringing fairness to difficult situations for 
all. 

During the financial year there was significant discussion and 
debate over rental reforms and legislation changes which I 
followed and participated in with more than a keen interest as 
any changes would not only impact my clients but the way I 
manage my business and perform my daily tasks. I need to 
ensure that I am informed and equipped to handle the changes 
to continue to successfully offer a truly knowledgeable service.

I was also mindful of the impact that Covid-19 was having on 
my clients’ investments so maintaining my education around 
relaxations on arrears, changes to ending a tenancy, entering 
property, holding an open home, how to secure a new tenant, 
rent variations, financial relief and more became essential.  The 
Government made decisions while we were all trying to navigate 
unchartered waters without really knowing when the “end” 
would be in terms of lockdowns and restrictions. This resulted 
in tenants given unheard of flexibility on rental payments and 
being able to stay in a property past lease expiry, whilst minimal 
lenience was provided to landlords. Owners of investment not 

receiving rent clearly created financial stress and disruption to 
their property portfolio. Thankfully I was able to manage this 
situation with increased communication, negotiation and daily 
monitoring rent arrears to ensure the situation was kept under 
control. Surprisingly, the increased work load resulted in not 
being paid in some instances. If rent is not paid and owners are 
not paid, property managers still manage property but without 
any commission.

The other professional development I undertook during the 
year was to further develop my computer and technical skills 
given that many activities that previously took place face-to-
face or over the phone could be completed online. I transitioned 
certain business functions to an online format and utilised 
resources such as Zoom and / or Facebook Messenger to show 
tenants through properties or to communicate effectively with 
prospective clients. I was able to take online tutorials and use 
virtual resources to improve my skills in this area to ensure I 
remained relevant regardless of the dramatic shift in how we 
do business. 

I learnt everything I could about the best way to video a property, 
save it and keep it as a file to send to potential tenants so they 
could view the entire property from the safety of their own 
home. I included videos of myself and created blogs, uploading 
to my website explaining to potential tenants how to apply for 
a property to be successful or the best tools to have ready for 
an application. 

PDF became my favourite tool of 2020. No longer printing out 
hard copies of anything, all important items were sent online, 
tenant packs and welcome documents, everything I could 
export became a PDF so essentially, the pandemic taught me 
to be more efficient and less paper which must be a positive!

I learnt new techniques to provide information online instead 
in person which involved learning how to edit and manage 
my website. I quickly became more involved in creating and 
uploading interesting content to my website. Even learning  
how to add tags to my content for improved SEO, I uploaded 
videos and photos to my blogs and was able to regularly 
upload testimonials to my website, giving my audience a better 
understanding of Karen Stehr Property without actually meeting 
me. 

Overall, I feel 2020 allowed me the time to upskill and learn far 
more effective and efficient ways to run a business that will in 
a sense, future proof my business and give me the courage I 
need to keep developing my skills as technology advances and 
as our business landscape changes.
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3. CUSTOMER SERVICE
How do you incorporate customer service into your property 
management strategy? Give two examples of when you 
have displayed a commitment to quality customer service 
during the 2020/21 period. Please include client or tenant 
testimonials where relevant?

My business in built on the number one foundation of customer 
service. Throughout my career I worked for many years with big 
brands like Ray White and LJ Hooker and have seen how there 
are times when the team can get so caught up in the day to day, 
they lose sight of what is important, the customer.  

Without customers we don’t have a business and that is why 
my business is committed to and focused on customer service 
first. I wake up thankful every morning feeling grateful to the 
clients who took a leap of faith and allowed me to establish 
a successful business by managing their investment property 
under my own banner. In the first 8 weeks of opening I was at 
150 managements with the majority of those clients following 
me from a large brand company where I was employed for 
almost 10 years, to a smaller brand where I was employed for 
6 years and then finally to my own business in January 2017.  
That in itself is extremely humbling and speaks volumes as to 
the level and quality of my customer service.  

Please see snippets of feedback from clients showcasing my 
ability in their own words (originals available upon request). 

I have had investment properties since the mid-eighties 
and have seen my fair share of real estate agents. We 
currently have four investment properties (two in Qld and 
two in SA). You are by far, the best agent we have ever 
had the privilege of working with. I am so glad that your 
small business has been successful and know that it is 
entirely because of your efforts, dedication and pursuit 
of excellence when dealing with us landlords. These are 
the reasons why we continued to follow you from one 
agency to another and then to your own business. My only 
regret is that you are too far away from our Heritage Park 
property and SA properties to be able to manage them for 
us. Our best wishes to you this Xmas season. Thanks for 
everything that you do for us. Cheers, Shane Reiche

Karen has structured her business very well with an 
intentional goal of putting a cap on the number of properties 
she manages. This allows her time to provide the best level 
of service possible to both the tenants and the landlords. 
Quite the opposite to your typical larger real estates who 
will take on too much business, leaving their Property 
Managers overworked with barely enough time to inspect 
their properties once a year. Karen provides exceptional 
service, always keeping me informed and looking after 
my best interests. Her thorough screening process weeds 
out any potentially troublesome tenants and as a result I 
have had long, stress-free tenancy agreements. I have had 
both large and small real estate businesses manage my 
investment properties in the past. I would choose a small 
property management business every time. Brendan Cutler 

We would never consider using a large real estate company 
again. You do not get the hands on complete package that 
you get with the person whose business it is, to look after 
your assets. When we first met Karen, she was a Property 
Manager working for a large real estate company on the 
Sunshine Coast. She was recommended to us, as we were 
disillusioned with the management of the agent we were 
contracted to at the time. Whilst Karen was the manager 
of this company, she still had to rely on the integrity of 
her staff. It was an improvement to what we had previously 
experienced. When Karen told us she was starting her own 
business as a boutique company operating all aspects of 
the business herself and capping at an appropriate level, we 
did not hesitate to transfer our properties to her and have 
never looked back. No more doing checks ourselves on 
whether statements were correct and property inspections 
were done. Our properties have never not been tenanted 
and with good tenants as well. All checks and balances 
done with complete professionalism. Linda Williams. 
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Clients are the lifeblood of my business and while I have plenty 
of testimonials on my website, a few examples of where I 
personally think I have gone above and beyond for my clients 
to provide exceptional customer service is demonstrated in the 
following scenarios. 

Obviously the entire year was devasting for those who lost 
business or could not work to obtain an income, but we also 
saw shortages in tradespeople who simply couldn’t complete 
all the work due to the high level of demand. On one particular 
occasion I could not obtain a cleaner for a property where the 
tenant had moved out on the 8th and I had a new tenant moving 
in on the 11th. Whilst I had co-ordinated a 3 day gap between 
the move out and move in I was unable to find source a cleaner 
that was available in that time period to complete a bond clean. 

Desperate times call for desperate measures, so my sister 
and I put on our gloves and mask and fully bond cleaned the 
property ready for the new tenant to move in. Nothing like doing 
it yourself to know how it should be done! 

The Owner Lydia Macpherson had this to say about my efforts: 

Karen, I have got to say, it has all been extremely positive 
in that you are always available, helpful and professional.  
It’s been an absolute pleasure. Thank you for all your help 
this year!  Regards, Lydia Macpherson 

I also had a similar instance with a break lease recently which 
I can usually turn around very quickly. The outgoing tenant, a 
fragile little old lady, was delayed moving out so left the property 
at 3pm in the afternoon with new tenants moving in 9am the 
following morning. The unit was cleaned but not very well and I 
couldn’t possibly let the new tenants move in without the clean 
being done adequately. Once again, my sister and I turned 
up with bucket and mop and cleaned all the walls, the floors, 
bathroom, garage and anything that needed extra attention, but 
to add extra difficulty, we had to do it all without power as the 
reconnection was not due until the following day. But like they 
say, the show must go on! 

This particular property was a small unit in an over 50’s suited 
complex – one of the neighbours, an elderly gentleman saw 
my branded car in the driveway and popped in to see what 
was going on. He had brought with him a large camping lamp 
and 2 beers, one for my sister and one for me. He proceeded 
to give me the full story of his life and times living in Australia, 
keeping us entertained while we worked. As it turns out, he also 
owned 3 properties himself in that same complex and said his 
property manager would never come out at night and clean his 
properties, needless to say I gave him my card!

Another property I managed was fully furnished. The tenants 
decided to move out and the owner felt it would be a good 
time to remove all the furniture and advertise the property 
unfurnished.  The owner arrived on the Coast from Sydney and 
removed 40% of the items. There were still beds, fridge, lounge 
suite, TV, washing machine, tables etc, and the owner had to 
go back to Sydney so I happily photographed everything, put 
it all online for sale. I met potential purchasers at the property, 
showed them through, showed them the goods, helped them 
move it into their car or trailer, received the money on behalf of 
the owner and successfully sold all the goods in the property. 
I forwarded all money to the owner and then secured a new 
tenant.  Work was done without any payment or expectation of 
payment.

The owner Emma Gardiner had to say this about my efforts: 

Karen has managed my property for many years. I initially 
chose Karen because she is a very vibrant personality 
with a can-do attitude who also demonstrated exceptional 
knowledge of real estate legislation. Karen has expertly 
managed both our property and tenants over the years, 
and she has done much more. She has been completely 
dedicated to doing her job to the highest of standards. 
I love that I am able to contact her at any time, and her 
availability is beyond the scope of what you would 
normally expect. She has gone above and beyond what is 
reasonably expected of a property manager. One example 
is when I transitioned my house away from being a fully 
furnished rental. Karen helped me to dispose of quite a lot 
of furniture, and appliances, by advertising and showing 
the items to prospective buyers, and then co-ordinating 
payments and collection. It involved many last minute 
trips to the property, including out of hours trips. She was 
happy to assist me and I was very grateful. Simply, Karen 
is an exceptional agent and I couldn’t be happier. Emma 
Gardiner 
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4. COVID-19 CHALLENGES 
Given the challenges that needed to be managed by 
property managers during Covid-19, describe how you met 
such challenges and the outcomes achieved?

The challenges faced during Covid-19 were multi-faceted 
and unprecedented. The market experienced a perfect storm 
of chaos that was extremely challenging for many business 
owners but for property managers, there was so many 
elements that were impacted that workloads increased, the way 
we operated changed and the volatility of the situation made 
managing people extremely challenging.  For me as the owner 
of my own business, when rent is not paid, the owners are not 
paid and therefore I am not paid. I managed and negotiated and 
communicated with owner and tenant on a few properties for 
months without being paid.

One of the effects as a result of Covid-19 was the significant 
increase in the volume of enquiry. Properties that would 
traditionally receive a handful of enquiries were suddenly subject 
to hundreds of enquiries and requests to inspect. I personally 
found this difficult, as I pride myself on running a business that is 
customer-centric and is dedicated to responding to all enquiries 
in a prompt manner. When I experienced such a significant 
shift in the volume it meant that I was having to spend more 
time responding to phone calls and emails rather than other 
areas of my business. I set up polite, friendly auto-replies so 
that everyone received a response from me, something I have 
never done in my career as I have always personally replied to 
every enquiry however the sheer amount made this impossible.  
At least in this way, no one was left without a response.

The volume of enquiry then transitioned into being inundated 
by attendees at open homes during a time where interaction 
with others needed to be minimised and social distancing was 
essential. An example of open homes being inundated was one 
particular property attracting 217 people that could only have a 
limit of 4 people inside at one time. This was a very long open 
home with plenty of hand sanitizer, lots of data capture and an 
abundance of patience as people made their way through the 
property. The workload of conducting opens like this, followed 
by processing tenant applications are just another indication of 
the challenging environment we faced.  I designed a form which 
I filled out for everyone at the front door prior to being able to 
enter - name / phone / email but I also took a minute to ask what 
date they needed a property by and what kind of property they 
were looking for so that if anything new became available, my 
first point of contact would be those who had missed out.  I found 
the people waiting to get inside to view property were patient 
and polite and responded favourably at being shown interest in 
their plight. I also started playing soft background music at each 

open home and began using diffusers with calming oils just to 
keep the tension as low as possible.

The increase in enquiry and attendees at open homes were 
attributed to the influx of interstate people migrating north to 
the Sunshine Coast seeking a safe place to live where the 
restrictions were lighter and the lifestyle really became a major 
drawcard. I had people coming from Sydney and Melbourne in 
an urgent panic to find housing which put strain on locals finding 
accommodation as the southern counterparts were often able 
to offer higher rents or payment in full for a 6 or 12 month lease 
term, which locals just couldn’t compete with.

I became quite emotional during these times as there were 
so many hardworking families that just could not find anything 
to rent and were and still are resorting to caravans or tents 
and even their cars as shelter. I became aware of a number 
of applicants being approved by other agencies because they 
accepted 6 or 12 months rent up front. Most property managers 
do not seem to be aware that you can not transact to an owner 
beyond 4 weeks so this practice not only was unfair to others 
who did not have the ability to pay this kind of money upfront 
but it is also against Office of Fair Trading practices.

I was also faced with managing the current market expectations 
from owners who were hearing about the massive demand 
for property on the Sunshine Coast and therefore wanted to 
significantly increase their rents charged to current tenants as 
leases came up for renewal. I found it difficult to explain how 
this bubble may not be sustainable and the stress on families 
who were facing huge increases without any notice and often 
at a time where their income had decreased. Understanding 
the owner has the property as an investment and their desire 
to capitalise on the demand but also educating them about 
how the increases may not be sustainable and could lose good 
quality tenants for a temporary cash grab was also testing. 
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Hi Karen, as a real estate agent you have been kind, 
understanding and extremely fair over the time I have been 
a tenant with you. I can’t imagine how hard it is for you 
to express the news with such empathy and sincerity. Yes 
I understand the need for owners of investment homes 
to raise the rent. (Damn those southerns) just kidding. I 
suspect I will need to move but if you could speak to the 
owners and find out exactly how much they will increase 
the rent then I will have a few months to pack and find 
another place. I doubt there will be another agent like you. 
Kind regards, Sue Colhoun. 

I successfully negotiated an increase on this property which 
pleased both tenant and owner I feel due to being transparent 
with both. A generic email I sent to all tenants suggesting to 
expect an increase in rent upon renewal let tenants get used to 
the idea before it actually happened. 

In addition to this I took the time to personally speak my 
thoughts to investors. Certainly, the Coast needed a bit of a 
shake up northwards in terms of rent values however the 
rents being requested at lease renewal times were too falsely 
inflated. I explained to owners, if the property were vacant then 
by all means it was a good time to increase the property to a 
fair market rent and take advantage of the heightened values.  
However, at renewal times when a tenant has been in place for 
a number of years, I believe the increase should be kept within 
a fair and reasonable increment. An increase of $100 to $150 
per week for a tenant already in place I felt was simply just too 
high. Common sense has to prevail over and above greed. The 
majority of owners agreed.

To provide an example, I had a challenging situation where an 
owner lost sight of equity after being excited by the thought 
of more money. The investor had signed with me after being 
managed by another agency where he had a bad experience 
with horror tenants that had unpermitted occupants and had 
caused costly damage to the property followed by a long 
vacancy period. Upon taking on this management I placed a 
lovely single lady that for the following 4 years meticulously 
cared for and looked after the property while agreeing to fair 
rental increases at each renewal.

It was during the pandemic that the owner had noticed the 
crazy values of a pandemic affected market and he had asked 
me to increase the rent $70 per week. Given the history of the 
property with careless tenants and unpermitted occupants to a 
delightful single lady on her own and higher rent, I felt such a 
significant increase was not justified and I suggested $20 per 
week. The owner let me know there was no such thing as a 
pandemic affected market and he wanted $70 per week. In my 
opinion, this is simply making the most of a poor situation and 
greedy. The owners instruction did not sit well with me morally 

or professionally and it certainly didn’t resonate with my view on 
life in general so I terminated the management. 

The Government offering leniency on tenant rent arrears 
was yet another challenge I faced during the pandemic. As a 
property manager, I am experienced and well-versed when it 
comes to handling rental arrears, however personally viewing 
tenants use the flexibility as an opportunity to push boundaries 
and using the leniencies as an excuse to treat themselves 
rather than face up to their usual financial responsibilities was 
difficult.  I am very passionate about my role and what is fair, I 
wanted to go and tap on the tenants shoulder and just say ‘hey, 
can you not even just offer the owner $50 instead of nothing at 
all?’ Not being able to serve a notice of breach or a notice to 
leave was very difficult. I was trying to negotiate on behalf of 
owners so they could still manage their repayments while not 
all tenants were being diligent about their responsibilities as a 
tenant, showing a complete lack of regard for the owners. The 
real challenge was deciphering the truly affected with those who 
simply took advantage of not having to pay their rent on time.

Finally, I feel the mental stability of both tenants and owners 
was strained during this time, particularly during peak lockdown 
when certain industry personnel were considered non essential 
workers, losing their source of income and at risk of losing their 
home. In genuine Covid affected situations, there was truly no 
point sending a tenant a breach notice for rent arrears as some 
could not afford food, let alone rent. Creating further stress to 
a tenant’s mental stability was not an appropriate action. The 
challenge lay in deciphering between the truly affected needing 
assistance and those who simply took advantage of not having 
to pay their rent on time.

Covid lockdown affected me personally, not only with loss of 
income, but my 25 year old son in Melbourne as a chef,  was 
one of the first to experience lockdown with no work or income. 
This gave me personal first-hand appreciation of the impact 
felt due to this virus. As lockdown continued in Melbourne, I 
witnessed my son suffer through mentally challenging times.   
My own mother passed away on the 1st of April 2020 and my 
family and I were unable to hold a funeral service or see each 
other. I believe my family’s personal sadness and grief made 
me more humble, aware, compassionate and understanding of 
the challenges experienced during such a difficult period.

All I could do was take the time to offer my support, recognise 
mental health and negotiate a positive outcome for each 
individual in each circumstance. To strive to understand the 
tenant’s lockdown life, take a minute to walk in a tenants 
covid affected shoes, negotiate a solution, show empathy but 
ultimately protect my client, was certainly a challenge. I feel 
my own personal experiences successfully assisted me to meet 
this challenge.
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5. SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT
Outline one significant achievement during the 2020/21 
period and the results achieved?

Throughout the 2020/21 period it was evident that the impact 
of Covid-19 was felt across the nation and property managers 
across the country and the world for that matter faced some of 
the most challenging and unprecedented times imaginable. For 
me personally, I was able to draw on my 33 years of experience 
and apply skills and knowledge to navigate my way through the 
situation and come out on top and proud of my efforts. 

For me it was keep practicing business as usual, keep moving 
forward each day and concentrate or working hard, being kind 
to those pandemic affected and ensure the smooth running of 
my business. So a significant achievement for me during such 
a challenging year is one based on loyalty and faith in my own 
journey.

In 2009 whilst I was in the employment of a large franchise 
real estate agency which I will just call ‘Company A’, one 
particular owner was not overly happy where he was and 
chatted to me about changing agents. He eventually moved 
his 5 properties to me at ‘Company A’. I successfully managed 
these properties until 2012 when I left ‘Company A’ after almost 
10 years there and became employed by ‘Company B’, where 
I started a property management division from scratch. Over 5 
years I built the property management portfolio up to over 500 
managements from scratch, no purchase. This particular owner 
chose to follow me from ‘Company A’ to ‘Company B’ where 
I managed his properties for a further 5 years. My business 
relationship with him was very good, we communicated well 
and he would often contact me just to chat about the market. 
He has referred a number of friends and family to my property 
management services.

January 2017, I left ‘Company B’ and started my own business 
Karen Stehr Property Pty Ltd. The owner was not 100% sure on 
whether to follow me into my own small business so he chose 
to go to a completely new company.

Over the past four years we have kept in touch from a distance 
and to my great pleasure in March 2021 after he had been 
with two different real estate offices since 2017 he once again 
became a client. Funnily enough, two of the tenants are still the 
same tenants I placed in two of his properties back in 2013. So 
for me, this was the most significant achievement on a personal 
and business level as I felt this particular owner was a little 
unsure of following me into the unknown but eventually after 
experiencing 2 other agents, chose to have faith in my journey 
and is very happy with his choice.

As I have mentioned a few times within this submission, without 
clients I have no business and loyalty, word of mouth and 
referrals are so essential to me given my business model. 

I am very proud of this story which spans over 12 years, 
showcasing a client who spent 8 years allowing me to work for 
him – leaving to experience two other agencies but ultimately 
having the faith to come back and choose me!  

I must be doing something right!
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6. RISK MANAGEMENT
Describe two major risk management issues encountered 
during 2020/21 and how the risk/s were controlled. Outline 
what collaboration, if any, was required with other staff, 
colleagues or mentors. 

There were so many potential risks and challenges to navigate 
through in the property management industry during the 2020/21. 
The two main factors that I felt impacted my business were the 
changes in rent arrears and the increased responsibilities to 
keep others safe at open homes. 

The Government were swift in attempting to alleviate financial 
pressures from Australian families during the pandemic, 
including a polarising decision to allow tenants to fall into rental 
arrears without normal legislation and laws being exercised to 
protect landlords. I was therefore required to mediate and work 
between tenants and landlord to achieve the minimum rental 
arrears possible to ensure that both parties were financially 
protected. 

I did see tenants as previously mentioned, pushing boundaries 
and using the leniencies as an excuse to treat themselves 
rather than face up to their usual financial responsibilities 
however I did also work with tenants that were legitimately 
struggling to make ends meet. It was a hard time for me to see 
tenants that had a perfect track record of paying rent on time 
and normally take care of their rental home as if it was their own 
falling into hardship. I worked closely with several of my tenants 
to find support for them, including reaching out to The Salvation 
Army, St Vincent De Paul and Centrelink and similar charities 
to source aid for them during some of their darkest hours. Our 
hospitality and retail sectors were hit particularly hard and 
therefore tenants that work in these industries suddenly found 
themselves with no source of income and suddenly struggling 
to put food on the table let alone pay their rent. 

I feel I was able to mitigate this risk due to the relationships 
and close communication I have with both owners and tenants. 
I was able to speak freely with both parties to assess each 
situation individually and provide support where needed and 
manage arrears firmly where required. This situation could have 
easily gotten out of control but my proactive and communicative 
approach was able to minimise impacts to both owners and 
tenants alike. Different solutions for different situations. For 
example, I negotiated with owners who were more than happy 
to give tenants a couple of weeks rent free while other owners 
set up rent variations of a discounted amount of $100 per week. 
I also negotiated deferred rent situations where the owner did 
not expect any rent but at the end of the lease when the tenant 
vacated and the tenant was no longer covid affected, the rent 

would be repaid. So there were various options which owners 
were willing to offer and tenants were willing to accept. It was 
difficult but I managed to communicate through with positive 
solutions for all.

Another key risk I faced during 20/2021 was my own health 
and the safety of others at open homes and other face-to-face 
interactions. With the death of my own mother during this time, 
health and safety was at the forefront for me. I also suffer badly 
from asthma so I am personally in the high-risk category when 
it comes to Covid-19 and therefore I had concerns about my 
safety and was extremely vigilant when it came to protecting 
myself and others. 

At open homes or in circumstances that face-to-face contact 
was required, I was able to mitigate risk by utilising ample 
signage “Please do not touch “ signs were left on tables, 
beds, doors, everywhere within a home being shown for rent. 
Signs on the front door “Limit of 4 people at a time please“ 
and ‘Enter with a mask only”. I also required the use of hand 
sanitizer, face masks and disposable gloves where applicable. 
I communicated with attendees at open homes and requested 
their patience as I limited access to each home and enforced 
a strict policy on signing in and following rules provided on 
signage. The sign-in process I implemented was by way of 
stopping each person at the front door, taking name, phone, 
email and / or address. As mentioned previously I also took the 
time to ask each person entering when they needed a property 
by and what kind of property they were looking for. I am still 
navigating my way through this housing crisis and exposure to 
hundreds of people during open home inspections.

I am very proud that I was able to maintain my own safety and 
protect the health of others in the process. I have full tracing 
information available should this ever be necessary on all 
property open homes. I feel this has assisted to keep any risk 
to an absolute minimum.


